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SynChain – synchromodal transport chains
SynChain aimed at analyzing synchromodality in detail such that a profound understanding of the
underlying key enablers can be gained. In addition, awareness training for stakeholders in the
transport sector has been started. Based on the obtained insights technical, organisational and
systemic basic conditions for a successful application of synchromodality will be defined, which
shall be implemented in follow-up projects.
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Due to this flexibility aspect, transport networks with
synchromodal structures provide reliable backup systems which are able to compensate failures of single
transport modes. The whole system is robust against
transport risks. Additionally, often stressed economic as
well as ecological points can be significantly strengthened compared to standardized multimodal transport
networks. SynChain aimed on the one hand for the
creation of a profound understanding of the underlying
key enablers and deep understanding of the underlying
concepts such that key enablers can be extracted and
suggestions can be presented for establishing technical, organizational and systemic basic conditions. On
the other hand it aimed to increase awareness for this
transport system among stakeholders which is needed
simultaneously to establish a working synchromodal
transport system in Austria.
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